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ABSTRACT

As

PLC

technology

has

advanced,

so

have

programming

languages

and

communications capabilities, along with many other important features. Today's PLCs
offer faster scan times, space efficient high-density input/output systems, and special
interfaces to allow non-traditional devices to be attached directly to the PLC. Not only
can they communicate

with other control systems, they can also perform reporting

functions and diagnose their own failures, as well as the failure of a machine or process.
Size is typically used to categorize today's PLC, and is often an indication of the
features and types of applications it will accommodate.

In this graduation project Simatic S7-200 CPU 212 8 inputs, 6 outputs, 240 volt AC
PLC is used, and an automation of a delta wye start of the motor is realized by PLC
programs.
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INTRODUCTION

A Programmable Logic Controller was defined by Capiel (1982) as:
"A digitally operating electronic system designed for use in an industrial environment,
which uses a programmable
implementing

memory

specific functions

for the internal storage of instructions

such as logic, sequencing,

for

timing, counting and

arithmetic to control through analog or digital input/output modules, various types of
machines or processes." Which explains the device perfectly.

In the late l 960's PLC's were first introduced. The first PLC can be traced back to 1968
when Bedford Associates, a company in Bedford, MA, developed a device called a
Modular Digital Controller for General Motors (GM). The MODICON, as it was known

The aim of this thesis is the control of the delta wye start of the Motor with SIMA TIC
S7-200 MICRO/WIN PLC.

The Thesis consists of the introduction, four chapters, and conclusion.
Chapter-I presents history of PLC, what is PLC?, types of PLC's, hardware of PLC's,
and chapter concluded with a brief information about today's PLC's.
Chapter-2 Structure and Opertion of PLC
Chapter-3 Presents the informations about Siemens SIMA TIC S7-200
Chapter-4 Equipment of the project ac motors and contactors
Chapter-5 Delta wye connection of the motor with PLC
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Chapter 1
PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS (PLC)

1.1 What is a PLC?
PLC are often defined as miniature industrial computers that contain hardware and software
that is used to perform control functions. A PLC consists of two basic sections: the central
processing unit (CPU) and the input/output interface system. The CPU, which controls all
PLC activity, can further be broken down into the processor and memory system. The
input/output system is physically connected to field devices (e.g., switches, sensors, etc.)
and provides the interface between the CPU and the information providers (inputs) and
controllable devices (outputs). To operate, the CPU "reads" input data from connected field
devices through the use of its input interfaces, and then "executes", or performs the control
program that has been stored in its memory system. Programs are typically created in
ladder logic, a language that closely resembles a relay-based wiring schematic, and are
entered into the CPU's memory prior to operation. Finally, based on the program, the PLC
"writes", or updates output devices via the output interfaces. This process, also known as
scanning, continues in the same sequence without interruption, and changes only when a
change is made to the control program.
A programmable logic controller (PLC) is a device that was invented to replace the
necessary sequential relay circuits for machine control. The PLC works by looking at its
inputs and depending upon their state, turning on I off its outputs. The user enters a
program, usually via software, that gives the desired results.
PLC's are used in many real world applications. If there is industry present, changes are
good that there is a PLC present. If you are involved in machining, packaging material
handling, and automated assembly or countless other industries you are probably already
using them. If you are not, you are wasting money and time. Almost any application that
needs some type of electrical control has a need for PLC.

For example, let's assume that when a switch turned on, a solenoid is wanted to tum on for
5 seconds and then tum it off regularly of how long the switch is on. It can be done with a
simple external timer. But what will happen if the process included 10 switches and
solenoids? 10 external timers would be needed. What will happen if the process also
needed to count how many times the switches individually turned on? A lot of external
counters would be needed.
As seen, if the process becomes more complicated, then we have to use a device the
simplify that. We use PLC for this process. We can program the PLC to count its inputs and
tum the solenoids for the specified time .

1.2 History of PLC
In the late l 960's PLCs were first introduced. The primary reason for designing such a
device was eliminating the large cost involved in replacing the complicated relay based
machine control systems. Bedford Associates (Bedford, MA) proposed something called a
Modular Digital Controller (MOD ICON) to a major US car manufacturer. Other companies
at the time proposed computer based schemes, one of which was based upon the PDP-8.
The MODICON 084 brought the world's first PLC into commercial production.
When production requirements changed so did the control system. This becomes very
expensive when the change is frequent. Since relays are mechanical devices they also have
a limited lifetime which required strict adhesion to maintenance schedules. Troubleshooting
was also quite tedious when so many relays are involved. Now picture a machine control
panel that included many, possibly hundreds or thousands, of individual relays. The size
could be mind boggling. How about the complicated initial wiring of so many individual
devices! These relays would be individually wired together in a manner that would yield
the desired outcome.
These "new controllers" also had to be easily programmed by maintenance and plant
engineers. The lifetime had to be long and programming changes easily performed. They
also had to survive the harsh industrial environment.
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In the mid70's the dominant PLC technologies were sequencer state-machines and the bitslice based CPU. The AMD 2901 and 2903 were quite popular in Modicon and A-B PLCs.
Conventional microprocessors lacked the power to quickly solve PLC logic in all but the
smallest PLCs. As conventional microprocessors evolved, larger and larger PLCs were
being based upon them. However, even today some are still based upon the 2903 (ref A-B's
PLC-3) Modicon has yet to build a faster PLC than their 984A/B/X which was based upon
the 2901.
Communications abilities began to appear in approximately 1973. The first such system
was Modicon's Modbus. The PLC could now talk to other PLCs and they could be far away
from the actual machine they were controlling. They could also now be used to send and
receive varying voltages to allow them to enter the analog world. Unfortunately, the Jack of
standardization

coupled

with

continually

changing

technology

has

made

PLC

communications a nightmare of incompatible protocols and physical networks. Still, it was
a great decade for the PLC!
The 80's saw an attempt

to standardize

communications

with

General

Motor's

manufacturing automation protocol(MAP). It was also a time for reducing the size of the
PLC and making them software programmable through symbolic programming on personal
computers instead of dedicated programming terminals or handheld programmers. Today
the world's smallest PLC is about the size of a single control relay!
The 90's have seen a gradual reduction in the introduction of new protocols, and the
modernization of the physical layers of some of the more popular protocols that survived
the 1980's. The latest standard (IEC 1131-3) has tried to merge pie programming languages
under one international standard. We now have PLCs that are programmable in function
block diagrams, instruction lists, C and structured text all at the same time! PC's are also
being used to replace PLCs in some applications. The original company who commissioned
the MOD ICON 084 has actually switched to a PC based control system.
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1.3 General Physical Build System
PLCs are separated into two according to their building mechanisms.
1.3.1 Compact PLCs
Compact PLCs are manufactured such that all units forming the PLC are placed in a case.
They are low price PLC with lower capacity. Small or medium size machine manufacturers
usually prefer them. In some types compact enlargement module is present.
1.3.2 Modular PLCs
Combining separate modules together in a board forms them. They can have different
memory capacity, I IO numbers, power supply up to the necessary limits.
Some examples: SIEMENS S5-115U, SIEMENS S7-200, MITSUBISHI PC40, TEXAS
INSTRUMENT PLC'S, KLOCKNER-MOELLER PS316, OMRON C200H.

1.4 Programmable Controller
1.4.1 Overview
The need for low cost, versatile and easily commissioned controllers has resulted in the
development of programmable-control

systems standard units based on a hardware CPU

and memory for the control of machines or processes. Originally designed as a replacement
for the hard-wired relay and timer logic to be found in traditional control panels, PLC's
provides ease and flexibility of control based on programming and executing simple logic
instructions. PLC's have internal functions such as timers, counters and shift registers,
making sophisticated control possible using even the smallest PLC.
A programmable control operates by exarmnmg the input signals from a process and
carrying out logic instructions on these input signals, producing output signal to drive
process equipment or machinery. Standard interfaces build into PLC's allow them to be
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· ectly connected to process actuators and transducers (pumps and valves) without the
d for intermediate circuitry or relays.
Through using PLC's it became possible to modify a control system without having the
· connect or re-route a signal wire. It was necessary to change only the control program
ing a keypad or VDU terminal. Programmable controllers also require shorter installation
and commissioning times than do hardwired systems. Although PLC's are similar to
conventional computers in terms of hardware technology, they have specific features suited
o industrial control:
Rugged, noise immune equipment;
2

Modular

plug-in

construction,

allowing

easy replacement\addition

of units

(input\output);
3

Standard input\output connections and signal levels;

4

Easily understood programming language (ladder diagram and function chart),

5

Ease of programming and reprogramming in-plant.

These features make programmable

controllers highly desirable in a wide variety of

industrial-plant and process-control situations.
1.4.2 Background
The programmable controller was initially conceived by a group of engineers from General
Motors in 1968, where an initial specification was provided: the controller must be:
1- Easily programmed and reprogrammed, preferably in-plant to alter its sequence of
operations.
2- Easily maintained and repaired- preferably using plug-in modules.
a) More reliable in plant environment.
b) Smaller than it is relay equivalent.
3- Cost competitive, with solid-state and relay panels than in use.
5

This provoked

a keen interest from engineers

used for industrial
facilities,
instruction

which

control.
were

of all disciplines

With this came demands

rapidly

implemented

for additional

as the technology

sets quickly moved from simple logic instructions

and shift registers,
Developments

than onto more advanced

hardware

in how to PLC could be

were also occurring,

mathematical

PLC capabilities

became

available.

to include counters,
functions

with larger memory

and
The

timers

on the machines.

and greater numbers of

input I output points featuring on new models. In 1976 became possible to control remote I

0 racks, where large numbers of distant I I O points were monitored updated via a
communications link, often several hundred meters from the main PLC. The Allan-Bradley
Corporation in America introduced a microprocessor-based PLC in 1977. It was based on
an 8080 microprocessor but used an extra processor to handle bit logic instruction at high
speed.
The increased rate of application of programmable

controllers within industry has

encouraged manufacturers to develop whole families of microprocessor-based

systems

having various levels of performance. The range of available PLC's now extends from
small self-contained units with 20 digital I I O points and 500 program steps, up to modular
systems with add-on function modules:
Analogue 1/0;
2

PID control (proportional, integral and derivative terms);

3

Communications;

4

Graphics display;

5

Additional 1/0;

6

Additional memory.

This modular approach allows the expansion or upgrading of a control system with
minimum cost and disturbance.
Programmable controllers are developing at a virtually the same pace as microcomputers,
with

particular

emphasis

on

small

controllers,

positioning\numeric

control

and

communication networks. The market for small controllers has grown rapidly since the
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early 1980's when a number of Japanese companies introduced very small, low cost units
that were much cheaper than others available at that time. This brought programmable
controllers within the budget of many potential users in the manufacturing and process
industries, and this trend continues with PLC's offering ever-increasing performance at
ever-decreasing cost.
1.4.3 Terminology-PC or PLC
There are several different terms used to describe programmable controllers, most referring
to the functional operation of the machine in question:
PC programmable controller
2

PLC programmable logic controller

3

PBS programmable binary system

By their nature these terms tend to describe controllers that normally work in a binary
environment. Since all but the smallest programmable controllers can now be equipped to
process analogue inputs and outputs these labels are not representative of their capabilities.
For these reason the overall term programmable controller has been widely adopted to
describe the family of freely programmable controllers. However, to avoid confusion with
the personal computer PC, this text uses the abbreviation PLC for programmable (logic)
controller.

1.5 Types of PLC
The increasing demand from industry for programmable controllers that can be applied to
different forms and sizes of control tasks has resulted in most manufacturers producing a
range of PLC's with various levels of performance and facilities.
Typical rough definitions of PLC size are given in terms of program memory size and the
maximum number of input\output points the system can support. Table 7.1 gives an
example of these categories.
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Table 1.1 Categories of PLC

PC size

Small

Medium

Large

Max I \ 0 points

Use memory size

40 I 40

lK

128 I 128

4K

> 128 I> 128

>4K

However, to evaluate properly any programmable

controller we must consider many

additional features such as its processor, cycle time language facilities, functions, and
expansion capabilities.
A brief outline of the characteristics of small, medium of large programmable controller is
given below, together with typical applications.
1.5.1 Small PLCs
In general, small and 'mini' PLCs are designed as robust, compact units, which can be
mounted on or beside the equipment to be controlled. They are mainly used the replaced
hard-wired logic relays, timers, counters. That control individual items of plant or
machinery, but can also be used to coordinate several machines working in conjunction
with each other.
Small programmable controllers can normally have their total I/ 0 expanded by adding one
or two I/ 0 modules, but if any further developments are required this will often mean
replacement of the complete unit. This end of the market is very much concerned with nonspecialist and users, therefore ease of programming and a 'familiar' circuit format are
desirable. Competition between manufacturers is extremely fierce in this field, as they vie
to obtain a maximum share in this partially developed sector of the market.
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ingle processor is normally used, and programming facilities are kept a fairly basic
·el, including conventional sequencing controls and simple standard functions: e.g. timers
counters. Programming of small PLC's is by way of logic instruction list (mnemonics)
relay ladder diagrams.
ogram storage is given by EPROM or battery-backed RAM. There is now a trend
wards EEPROM memory with on-board programming facilities on several controllers.
1.5.2 Medium-sized PLCs
this range modular construction predominates with plug-in modules based around the
Euro card 19-inch rack format or another rack mounting system. This construction allows
e simple upgrading or expansion of the system. This construction allows the simple
upgrading or expansion of the system by fitting additional V O cards in to the cards into the
rack, since most rack, systems have space for several extra function cards. Boards are
ually 'rugged zed' to allow reliable operation over a range of environments.
In general this type of PLC is applied to logic control tasks that can not be met by small
ontrollers due to insufficient 1\0 provision, or because the control task is likely to be
extended in the future. This might require the replacement of a small PLC, where as a
modular system can be expanded to a much greater extent, allowing for growth. A mediumized PLC may therefore be financially more attractive in the Jong term.
Communications
programming,

of a single and multi-bit processor are likely within the CPU. For
standard

instructions

or ladder

and logic

diagrams

are available.

Programming is normally carried out via a small keypad or a VDU terminal. If different
sizes of PLC are purchased from a single manufacturer, it is likely that programs and
programming panels will be compatible between the machines.
1.5.3 Large PLCs
Where control of very large numbers of input and output points is necessary and complex
control functions are required, a large programmable controller is the obvious choice. Large
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C's are designed for use in large plants or on large machines requmng continuous
trol. They are also employed as supervisory controllers to monitor and control several
er PLC's or intelligent machines. e.g. CNC tools.
odular construction in Euro card format is standard, with a wide range of function cards
·ailable including analogue input output modules. There is a move towards 16-bit
essor, and also multi-processor usage in order to efficiently handle a large range of
iffering control tasks.
For example;
7

16-bit processor as main processor for digital arithmetic and text handling.

8

Single-bit processor as co-or parallel processor for fast counting, storage etc.

9

Peripheral processor for handling additional tasks which are time-dependent or
time-critical, such as:
•

Closed-loop (PID) control

•

Position controls

•

Floating-point numerical calculations

•

Diagnostic and monitoring

•

Communications for decentralized

•

Remote input\output racks.

This multi-processor solution optimizes the performance of the overall system as regards
versatility and processing speed, allowing to PLC to handle very large programs of 100 K
instructions or more. Memory cards can now provide several megabytes of CMOS RAM or
EPROM storage.
1.5.4. Remote input\output
When large numbers of input I output points are located a considerable distance away from
the programmable controller, it is uneconomic to run connecting cables to every point. A
solution of this problem is to site a remote V O unit near to the desired

I/ 0 points. This

acts as a concentrator to monitor all inputs and transmit their status over a single serial
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communications link to the programmable

controller. Once output signals have been

uced by the PLC they are feedback along the communications cable to the remote I/ 0
it, which converts the serial data into the individual output signals to drive the process.
1.5.5 Programming large PLCs
"irtually any function can be programmed, using the familiar ladder symbols via a graphics
erminal or personal computer. Parameters are passed to relevant modules either by
orporating constants in to the ladder, or via on screen menus for that module.
There may in addition be computer-oriented

languages, which allow programming of

function modules and subroutines.
There is progress towards standardization of programming languages; with programs
ecoming easier to over-view through improvement of text handling, hand improved
documentation facilities. This is assisted by the application of personal computers as
workstations.
1.5.6 Developments
Present trends include the integration of process data from a PLC into management
databases, etc. This allows immediate presentation of information to those involved in
scheduling, production and planning.
The need to pass process information between PC's and PLC sand other devices within a
automated plants has resulted in the provision of a communications capability on all but the
smallest controller. The development of local area networks (LAN) and in particular the
recent MAP specification by General Motors (manufacturing automation protocol) provides
the communication link to integrate all levels of control systems.
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Today's PLC
PLC technology has advanced, so have programming languages and communications
abilities, along with many other important features. Today's PLCs offer faster scan
es, space efficient high-density input/output systems, and special interfaces to allow
n-traditional devices to be attached directly to the PLC. Not only can they communicate
rith other control systems, they can also perform reporting functions and diagnose their
,11

failures, as well as the failure of a machine or process.

Size is typically used to

egorize today's PLC, and is often an indication of the features and types of applications
will accommodate. Small, non-modular PLCs (also known as fixed VO PLCs) generally
ve less memory and accommodate a small number of inputs and outputs in fixed
zonfigurations. Modular PLCs have bases or racks that allow installation of multiple VO
odules, and will accommodate more complex applications. When you consider all of the
rvances PLCs have made and all the benefits they offer, it's easy to see how they've
ome a standard in the industry, and why they will most likely continue their success in
e future.

Chapter 2
STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF PLC

2.1 Basic functional structure of a programmable controller system
The PLC mainly consists of a CPU, memory areas, and appropriate circuits to receive
input/output data. Actually the PLC can be considered as a box full of hundreds or
thousands of separate relays, counters, timers and data storage locations.They

don't

physically" exist but rather they are simulated and can be considered software counters,
imers, etc. These internal relays are simulated through bit locations in registers.
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general structure with main functional components in a programmable controller
em is illustrated in the figures 2.1 and 2.2. These functions communicate with each
and with the signals of the machine/process to be controlled.
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I.I Central Processing Unit (CPU)
CPU controls and supervises all operations within the PLC, carrying out programmed
structions stored in memory. An internal communications highway or bus system carries
iormation to and from the CP, memory and V O units, under control of the CPU. The
CPU is supplied with a clock frequency by an external quartz crystal or RC oscillator,

_. ically between 1 and 8 megahertz depending on the microprocessor used and the area of
Iication.
The clock determines the operating speed of the PLC and provides timing\synchronization
or all elements in the system. Virtually all modem programmable

controllers are

icroprocessor based using a micro as a system CPU. Some larger PLC's also employ
additional

microprocessor

to control

complex,

time-consmping

functions

such as

mathematical processing, three terms PID control.
.•. 1.2 Memory
For program storage all modem programmable controllers use semiconductor memory
devices such as RAM read\write memory, or a programmable read-only memory of the
£PROM or EEPROM families.
In the virtually all cases RAM is used for initial program development and testing, as it
follows changes to be easily made in program. The current trend is to be providing CMOS
RAM because of it is very low power consumption, to provide battery back up to this RAM
in order to maintain the contents when the power is removed from the PLC system. This
battery has a lifespan of at least one year before replacement is necessary, or alternatively a
rechargeable type may be supplied with the system being recharge whenever the main PLC
power supply is on.
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·s feature makes programs stored in RAM virtually permanent. Many users operate their

LC systems on this basis alone, since it permits future program alterations if and when
essary.
er a program is fully developed and tested it may be loaded (blown) into a PROM or
EPROM memory

chip, which

are normally

cheaper than RAM devices.

PROM

ogramming is usually carried out with a special purpose programming unit, although
any programmable controllers now have this facility built-in, allowing programs in the

PLC RAM to be down loaded into a PROM IC placed in a socket provided on the PLC
· elf.
2.1.3 Contacts and Coils
Input Relays:
These are connected to the outside world. They physically exist and receive signals from
switches, sensors, etc. Typically they are not relays but rather they are transistors.
Internal Utility Relays:
These do not receive signals from the outside world nor do they physically exist. They are
imulated relays and are what enables a PLC to eliminate external relays. There are also
some special relays that are dedicated to performing only one task. Some are always on
while 'some are always off. Some are on only once during power-on and are typically used
for initializing data that was stored.
Output Relays (coils):
These are connected to the outside world. They physically exist and send on/off signals to
solenoids, lights, etc. They can be transistors, relays, or triacs depending upon the model
chosen.
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registers

assigned

to simply

rary storage for math or data manipulation.
when power is removed

store data. They are usually

used as

They can also typically be used to store

from the PLC. Upon power-up

ents as before power was removed. Very convenient

they will still have the same

and necessary!!

1.5 Functions
mmunication function :
e communication function provides the data exchange with other systems (third party
-ices) such as other PLC-systems, robot controllers, computers, etc.

*

uman-machine interface (HMI) function :
e HMI function provides for interaction between the operator, the signal processmg
- ction and the machine/process.
Programming, debugging, testing and documentation functions :
These functions provide for application program generation and' loading, monitoring,
ting and debugging as well as for application program documentation and archiving.
Power supply functions :
The power supply functions provide for conversion and isolation of the PLC-system power
·- om the mains supply.

2.2 PLC Operation
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PLC works by continually
asting of 3 important
used on. Typically

scanning

a program.

This scan cycle can be thought

steps. There are typically more than 3 but the important

as

parts is

the others are checking the system and updating the current internal

ter and timer values.

CHECKINPUT STATUS

EXECUTE PROGRAM

UPDATE OUTPUT STATUS

Figure 2.3 Operation Flow of PLC

tep 1-CHECK INPUT STATUS
First the PLC takes a look at each input to determine if it is on or off. In other words, is the
sensor connected to the first input on? How about the second input? How about the third ...
'e

It records this data into its memory to be used during the next step.
tep 2-EXECUTE PROGRAM
_ .ext the PLC executes your program one instruction at a time. Maybe the program said
that if the first input was on then it should tum on the first output. Since it already knows
which inputs are on/off from the previous step it will be able to decide whether the first
output should be turned on based on the state of the first input. It will store the execution
results for use later during the next step.
Step 3-UPDATE OUTPUT STATUS
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y the PLC updates the status of the outputs. It updates the outputs based on which

were on during the first step and the results of executing your program during the
d step. Based on the example in step 2 it would now tum on the first output because
irst input was on and program said to tum on the first output when this condition is

er the third step the PLC goes back to step one and repeats the steps continuously. One
time is defined as the time it takes to execute the 3 steps listed above.
Response Time
e total response time of the PLC is a fact that have to be considered when shopping for a
LC. Just like our brains, the PLC takes a certain amount of time to react to changes. In

y applications speed is not a concern, in others though ...
-you take a moment to look away from this text you might see a picture on the wall. Your
yes actually see the picture before your brain says "Oh, there's a picture on the wall". In
is example your eyes can be considered the sensor. The eyes are connected to the input
circuit of your brain. The input circuit of your brain takes a certain amount of time to

alize that your eyes saw something. Eventually your brain realizes that the eyes have seen
something and it processes the data. It then sends an output signal to your mouth. Your
mouth receives this data and begins to respond to it. Eventually your mouth utters the
vords "That's a really ugly picture!" .

INPUT RESPONSE TIME

:j

PROGRAM E~ECUTION TIME

= TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

OUTPUT RESPONSE TIME

Figure 2.5 Total response time
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I Response Time Concerns
PLC can only see an input tum on/off when it's looking. In other words, it only looks at
puts during the check input status part of the scan. This part shows in an application
the response time is.
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Figure 2.6 Application time graphic

the diagram, input 1 is not seen until scan 2. This is because when input 1 turned on,
scan 1 had already finished looking at the inputs.Input 2 is' not seen until scan 3. This is
also because when the input turned on scan 2 had already finished looking at the inputs.
Input 3 is never seen. This is because when scan 3 was looking at the inputs, signal 3 was
not on yet. It turns off before scan 4 looks at the inputs. Therefore signal 3 is never seen by
the pie.
To avoid this the input should be on for at least 1 input delay time+ one scan time.
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OUT' I

I
I

PROG
EXEC

m ,

I

I

'

.our. m ,
I
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I

INPUT .,. 1 SCAll

Figure 2.7 1 Input+ 1 Scan time graphic

what if it was not possible for the input to be on this long? Then the pie doesn't see the
t tum on. There are 2 ways to get around this problem.
e stretch function :
is function extends the length of the input signal until the pie looks at the inputs during
next scan.( i.e. it stretches the durat

of the pulse.)

SCAM I

I

I

n: :
I

I
I

I

I

~UT: !ll :
1

I
PROG I
I
I
EXEC ~UTi 1H :

I

I

I

PULSE STP£TCH

Figure 2.8 Pulse stretch function
Interrupt function :
This function interrupts the scan to process a special routine that you have written. i.e. As
~oon as the input turns on, regardless of where the scan currently is, the pie immediately
tops what its doing and executes an interrupt routine. (A rout inc can be: thought or as a
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gram outside of

main prograrn.) After its done executing

the interrupt routine,

back to the point it left off at and continues on with the normal scan process.
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Figure 2.9 Interrupt function graphic
- Jet's consider the longest time for an output to actually tum on. Let's assume that when
switch

turns

a

load

is

needed

to

tum

onconnected

to

the

plc

output.

diagram below shows the longest delay (worst case because the input is not seen until

.

'.::) for the output to tum on after the input has turned on. The maximum delay is thus 2
n cycles - 1 input delay time.
'

ON
I

I

OFF
IOUl' IN
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EXEC
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1
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EXEC 10UT11N1
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I
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I

EXEC OUT.
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I

I

SCAN2

SCAll 1

I

Figure 2.10 The maximum delay graphic

_ _.t Relays
A relay can thought as an electromagnetic switch. Apply a voltage to the coil and a
agnetic field is generated. This magnetic field sucks the contacts of the relay in, causing
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to make a connection. These contacts can be considered to be a switch. They allow
t to flow between 2 points thereby closing the circuit.
e is an example below. Bell is simply turned on whenever a switch is closed. There are

.

real-world parts. A switch, a relay and a bell. Whenever the switch closes we apply a
ent to a bell causing it to sound.

Figure 2.11 Operation ofrelay

-otice in the figure 2.11 that there are 2 separate circuits. The bottom(blue) indicates the
DC part. The top(red) indicates the AC part.
ere de relay is used to control an AC circuit. When the switch is open no current can flow
ough the coil of the relay. As soon as the switch is closed, however, current runs through
e coil causing a magnetic field to build up. This magnetic field causes the contacts of the
lay to close. Now AC current flows through the bell and it sounds.
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Figure 2.12 A typical industrial relay

.1 Replacing Relays
· use a pie in place of the relay. The first thing that's necessary is to create what's called
adder diagram. After seeing a few of these it will become obvious why its called a ladder
gram. One of these has to be created because, unfortunately, a pie doesn't understand a
ematic diagram. It only recognizes code. Fortunately most PLCs have software which
nvert ladder diagrams into code. This shields users from actually learning the pie's code.
rst step:
All of the items we're using have to be translated into symbols the pie understands. The pie
sn't understand terms like switch, relay, bell, etc. It prefers input, output, coil, contact,
. It doesn't care what the actual input or output device actually is. It only cares that its an
put or an output.
First the battery is replaced with a symbol. This symbol is common to all ladder diagrams.
Bus bars are drawn. These simply look like two vertical bars. One on each side of the
- agram. Think of the left one as being + voltage and the right one as being ground. Further
of

the

current

(logic)

flow

as

being

from

left

to

right.

_ ;ext a symbol is given to the input. In this basic example we there is one real world input.
i.e. the switch) The symbol is given to the input that the switch will be connected to. This
symbol can also be used as the contact of a relay.

Figure 2.13 A contact symbol
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a symbol is given to the outputs. In this example one output (i.e. the bell) is used.the
••• bol is givn to the output that the bell will be physically connected to. This symbol is

as the coil of a relay.

-0Figure 2.14 A coil symbol

AC supply is an external supply so we don't put it in our ladder. The plc only cares
ut which output it turns on and not what's physically connected to it.
ond step:
must be told the plc where everything is located. In other words addresses have to be
en all the devices. It starts with a blank road map in the PLCs town and an address is
·en to each item. The plc town has a Jot of houses (inputs and outputs) but have to be
gured out who lives where (what device is connected where). For now the input will be
ed and The output will be called "500".
vial step:
e schematic has to be converted into a logical sequence of events. This is much easier
an it sounds. The program going to be written tells the plc what to do when certain events
e place. In this example has to be said to the plc what to do when the operator turns on
e switch.

~000~

~
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Figure 2.14 Ladder diagram of the example

picture above is the final converted diagram.

"' Basic Instructions
the ladder diagram there are few instructions shows inputs and outputs. These are
lained at each part one by one .
... 1 Load
load (LD) instruction is a normally open contact. The symbol for a load instruction is
wn below.

Figure 2.15 A Load (contact) symbol

This is used when an input signal is needed to be present for the symbol to tum on. When
e physical input is on it is easy to say that the instruction is true. If the input is physically
,n then the symbol is on. An on condition is also referred to as a logic 1 state.

This symbol normally can be used for internal inputs, external inputs and external output
contacts, Internal relays don't physically exist. They are simulated (software) relays.
2.5.2 Loadbar
The Loadbar instruction is a normally closed contact. The symbol for a loadbar instruction
is shown below.
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Figure 2.16 A Loadbar (normally closed contact) symbol

~ is used when an input signal does not need to be present for the symbol to tum on.
the physical input is off it can be said that the instruction is true. If the input is
m\~1eally off then the symbol is on. An off condition is also referred to as a logic O state.
·- symbol normally can be used for internal inputs, external inputs and sometimes,
ernal output contacts. It is the exact opposite of the Load instruction.
-OTE- With most PLCs this instruction (Load or Loadbar) MUST be the first symbol on
left of the ladder.

Table 2.1 Logic values of Load and Loadbar

Logic State

Load

Load bar

0

False

True

1

True

False

_,5.3 Out
The Out instruction is sometimes also called an Output Energize instruction. The output
nstruction is like a relay coil. Its symbol looks as shown below.

-027

Figure 2.17 An Out ( coil) symbol

there is a path of true instructions preceding this on the ladder rung, it will also be
When the instruction is true it is physically on. This instruction can be thought as a
mnrutlly open output. This instruction can be used for internal coils and external outputs.
Out bar
Outbar instruction is sometimes also called an Outnot instruction. Some vendors don't
e this instruction. The outbar instruction is like a normally closed relay coil. Its symbol
s like that shown below.

Figure 2.18 An Outbar (normally closed coil) symbol

'hen there is a path of false instructions preceding this on the ladder rung, it will be true.
'hen the instruction is true it is physically on. This instruction can be thought as a
rmally closed output. This instruction can be used for internal coils and external outputs.
is the exact opposite of the Out instruction.

Table 2.2 Logic values of Out and Outbar

Logic State

Out

Out bar

0

False

True

1

True

False
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A Simple Example
two figures below shows simple ladder diagram with its real world external physically
ected relay circuit and the differences are easily seen.

S\1/1

S\1/2

Figure 2.19 Circuit of example

the above circuit, the coil will be energized when there is a closed loop between the +
- terminals of the battery. We can simulate this same circuit with a ladder diagram. A
der diagram consists of individual rungs just like on a real ladder. Each rung must
ntain one or more inputs and one or more outputs. The first instruction on a rung must
ways be an input instruction and the last instruction on a rung should always be an output
or its equivalent).

SW1

>
SW2

CU'!

COIL

HK'
END

Figure 2.20 Ladder diagram of the example
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in this simple one rung ladder diagram we have recreated the external circuit above
ladder diagram. Here we used the Load and Out instructions. Some manufacturers
that every ladder diagram include an END instruction on the last rung. Some PLCs
uire an ENDH instruction on the rung after the END rung.

revious example is taken and switch 2 (SW2) is changed to a normally closed symbol

-..U,ar

instruction). SWl will be physically OFF and SW2 will be physically ON initially.

adder diagram now looks like figure 2.21:

a

UU PL:·1

0000

0001

0500

Figure 2.21 Addressed ladder diagram of previous example

tice also that an address was given to each symbol ( or instruction). This address sets
de a certain storage area in the PLCs data files so that the status of the instruction (i.e.
e false) can be stored. Many PLCs use

16 slot or bit storage locations.

In the example

ve two different storage locations or registers were used.

Table 2.3 Register

00

00
1s 114 113 112 111 110 109 10s 1°7 106 10s 104 103 102 101 100
REGISTER

0
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Table 2.4 Register 05

REGISTER 05
15

14

13

12

11

10 09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00
0

the tables in register 00, bit 00 (i.e. input 0000) was a logic O and bit 01 (i.e. input 0001)
a logic 1. Register 05 shows that bit 00 (i.e. output 0500) was a logic 0. The logic O or
indicates whether an instruction is false or true.

* Although

most of the items in the

gister tables above are empty, they should each contain a 0.

Table 2.5 Logical condition of diagram

LOGICAL CONDITION OF SYMBOL
LOGIC BITS

LD

LDB

OUT

Logic 0

False

True

False

Logic 1

True

False

True

The pie will only energize an output when all conditions on the rung are true. So, looking at
e table 2.5, in the previous example SWl has to be logic 1 and SW2 must be logic 0.
Then and only then will the coil be true(i.e. energized). If any of the instructions on the
rung before the output (coil) are false then the output (coil) will be false (not energized).
Let's now look at a truth table of our previous program to further illustrate this important
point. Truth table will show all possible combinations of the status of the two inputs.

Table 2.6 The truth table
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Inputs
·1(LD)

Outputs

Register Logic Bits

SW2(LDB)

COIL(OUT)

SWl(LD)

SW2(LDB)

COIL(OUT)

False

True

False

0

0

0

False

False

False

0

I

0

True

True

True

I

0

False

False

1

I

True

I

I

0

· e from the chart that as the inputs change their states over time, so will the output. The
ut is only true ( energized) when all preceding instructions on the rung are true.

A Leve] Application
this application lubricating oil being dispensed from a tank is being controlled. This is
ssible by using two sensors. One near the bottom and one near the top, as shown in the
ture (figure 2.22) below.

high level
low I eve I

I
---+-- --

PLC
Drain

Dispensing oil from a tank

Figure 2.22 Application picture
Here, pump lubricating oil is wanted to pump into the tank by the fill motor until the high
level sensor turns on. At that point motor is wanted to be turned off until the level falls
below the low level sensor. Then the fill motor has to be turned on and the process will be
repeated.
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IO (i.e. Inputs/Outputs) are needed. 2 are inputs (the sensors) and 1 is an output
motor). Both of our inputs will be NC (normally closed) fiber-optic level sensors.
they are not immersed in liquid they will be on. When they are immersed in liquid
··1 be off.
es have to be given to each input and output device. This lets the plc know where
physically connected. The addresses are shown in the table 2.7:

Table 2.7 Address chart

Address

Output

Address

Internal Utility Relay

0000

Motor

0500

1000

0001

w (figure 2.23) is what the ladder diagram will actually look like. Notice that an

al utility relay is used in this example. The contacts of these relays can be used as
y times as required. Here they are used twice to simulate a relay with 2 sets of contacts.

0000

0001

1000

100tr
·1000
f
END

Figure 2.23 Ladder diagram of the application

The most common reason for using PLCs in applications is for replacing real-world relays.
The internal utility relays make this action possible. It's impossible to indicate how many
internal relays are included with each brand of plc. Some include 1 OO's while others include
1 OOO's while still others include 1 O's of 1 OOO's! Typically, plc size (not physical size but
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LO size) is the deciding factor. If a micro-pk with a few I/0 is used, many internal

aren't needed. If however, a large pk with 1 OO's or I OOO's of VO is used, many more
l relays are certainly needed.
er there is a question as to whether or not the manufacturer supplies enough internal

_ . consult their specification sheets. In all but the largest of large applications, the
ied amount should be more than enough.
I The Program Scan
ow it is seen that what happens in this program scan by scan.
ally the tank is empty. Therefore, input 0000 is true and input 0001 is also true.

True

True

True

caiSr
True

mo

Figure 2.24 Scan 1

True

True

••

True

K

, rue

True
END
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Figure 2.25 Scan 2-100

ly the tank fills because 500(fill motor) is on. After 100 scans the oil level rises
the low level sensor and it becomes open. (i.e. false)

F alee

True

True

~---~
True~

I

Tri]J?-"

True

END

Figure 2.26 Scan 101-1000

tice that even when the low level sensor is false there is still a path of true logic from left
right. This is why an internal relay is used. Relay 1000 is latching the output (500) on. It
1 stay this way until there is no true logic path from left to right. (i.e. when 0001

comes false)
·- er I 000 scans the oil level rises above the high level sensor at it also becomes open (i.e.
e)
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False

False

Truer
False

END

Figure 2.27 Scan 1001

False

F ;:;lse

Faist
END

Figure 2.28 Scan 1002

ce there is no more true logic path, output 500 is no longer energized (true) and
efore the motor turns off
er 1050 scans the oil level falls below the high level sensor and it will become true
gain.
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False

Tru13

Fa!se

C,!~~
!

d!~~

Figure 2.29 Scan 1050

ce that even though the high level sensor became true there still is no continuous true
path and therefore coil 1000 remains false!
2000 scans the oil level falls below the low level sensor and it will also become true
. At this point the logic will appear the same as scan 1 above and the logic will repeat

Latch Instructions
gular output coils are an essential part of our programs but must be remembered that
_., are only true when all instructions before them on the rung are also true. If they are
then the output will become false.(turn off)

Think back to the bell example is done a few parts ago. What would've happened if a "push
push off' switch couldn't be found? Then it would have been needed to keep pressing
e button for as long as we wanted the bell to sound. (A momentary switch) The latching
tructions let users use momentary switches and program the plc so that when it is push
one time the output turns on and when it is pushed another time the output turns off.
Let's do a real world example to understand well;
Picture the remote control for TV. It has a button for on and another for off. When on
button is pushed the TV turns on. When off button is pushed the TV turns off. It is not
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_,. to keep pushing the on button to keep the TV on. This would be the function of a

h instruction is often called a SET or OTL (output latch). The unlatch instruction is
ed a RES (reset), OUT (output unlatch) or RST (reset). The diagram below (figure
ows how to use them in a program.

0000

0500

/ 0001

0500

Figure 2.30 Sample application diagram of latch instructions

e 2 momentary push button switches are being used. One is physically connected to
t

0000 while the other is physically connected to input 0001. When the operator pushes

ritch 0000 the instruction "set 0500" will become true and output 0500 physically turns
Even after the operator stops pushing the switch, the output (0500) will remain on. It is
hed on. The only way to tum off output 0500 is tum on input 0001. This will cause the
ction "res 0500" to become true thereby unlatching or resetting output 0500.
One more think that have to be thought. What would happen if input 0000 and 0001 both
tum on at the exact same time.
Will output 0500 be latched or unlatched?
To answer this question scanning sequence has to be thought. The ladder is always scanned
from top to bottom, left to right. The first thing in the scan is to physically look at the
inputs. 0000 and 0001 are both physically on. Next the plc executes the program. Starting
from the top left, input 0000 is true therefore it should set 0500. Next it goes to the next
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and since input 0001 is true it should reset 0500. The last thing is to reset 0500.
ore on the last part of the scan when it updates the outputs it will keep 0500 off. (i.e.

soo;

unter is a simple device intended to do one simple thing - count. Using them, however,
ometimes be a challenge because every manufacturer (for whatever reason) seems to

are up-counters (they only count up 1,2,3 ... ). These are called CTU,(count up)
'1.C, or CTR. There are down counters (they only count down 9,8,7, ... ). These are
cally called CTD (count down) when they are a separate instruction. There are also up.n counters (they count up and/or down 1,2,3,4,3,2,3,4,5, ... ) These are typically called

(up-down counter) when they are separate instructions.
manufacturers have only one or two types of counters but they can be used to count
. down or both. The theory is all the same regardless of what the manufacturers call
. A counter is a counter is a counter. ..
ost manufacturers also include a limited number of high-speed counters. These are
mrnonly called HSC (high-speed counter), CTH (Counter High-speed) or whatever.
ypically a high-speed counter is a "hardware" device. The normal counters listed above

e typically "software" counters. In other words they don't physically exist in the plc but
ther they are simulated in software. Hardware counters do exist in the plc and they are not
ependent on scan time .
..\ good rule of thumb is simply to always use the normal (software) counters unless the
ulses that are being counted will arrive faster than 2X the scan time. (i.e. if the scan time is
zms and pulses will be arriving for counting every 4ms or longer then use a software
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er. If they arrive faster than every 4ms (3ms for example) then use the hardware
-speed) counters. (2xscan time= 2x2ms= 4ms)
e them 3 things must be known:
I

Where the pulses that wanted to count are coming from. Typically this is from one
of the inputs.( a sensor connected to input 0000 for example)

_

How many pulses wanted to count before we react. Let's count 5 widgets before we
box them, for example.
When/how the counter will be reset so it can count again. After 5 widgets are
counted Jets reset the counter, for example.
the program is running on the pie the program typically displays the current or

cumulated" value so the current count value can be seen.
-· ically counters can count from Oto 9999, -32,768 to +32,767 or Oto 65535. Why the
· d numbers? Because most PLCs have 16-bit counters.
e are some of the instruction symbols that will be encountered ( depending on which
ufacturer be chosen) and how to use them. Should be remembered that while they may
different they are all used basically the same way.

RESET

I ·::'.:<<<

PULSE

Figure 2.31 Count-up counter

this counter 2 inputs are needed.
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goes before the reset line. When this input turns on the current (accumulated)

count

e will return to zero.

second input is the address where the pulses we are counting are coming from.

X.1{

is the name of the counter.If it is wanted to call it "000",then "COOO" would be put.

JYY is the number of pulses we want to count before doing something. If 5 widgets are
ted to count before turning on a physical output to box them 5 would be put here. When
counter is finished (i.e we counted yyyyy widgets) it will tum on a separate set of
tacts that we also label Cxxx.
te that

the counter accumulated value only changes at the off to on transition of the pulse

0002

cooo
0001

I

100

cooo

0500

Figure 2.31 Count-up counter ladder diagram sample

Here's the symbol on a ladder showing how a counter is set up (we'll name it counter 000)
o count 100 widgets from input 0001 before turning on output 500. Sensor 0002 resets the
ounter.
Following figure (figure 2.32) is one symbol to encounter for an up-down counter. The
same abbreviation is used as done for the example at the previous part (i.e. UDCxxx and
_,yyyy)
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UP
DOWN
RESET

Figure 2.32 Count up/down counter

-~ up-down counter has 3 inputs is needed to be assigned. The reset input has the same
ion as above. However, instead of having only one input for the pulse counting there
_ now. One is for counting up and the other is for counting down. In this example the
ter will be called UDCOOO and a preset value of 1000 is given. ( 1000 total pulses will
ounted) For inputs a sensor which will tum on input 0001 is used when it sees a target
another sensor at input 0003 will also turn on when it sees a target. When input 0001
r-

on it counts up and when input 0003 turns on it counts down. When 1000 pulses are

ched, output 500 will be turned on. Again note that the counter accumulated value only
ges at the off to on transition of the pulse input. The ladder diagram is shown below

0001
0003

UDCOOO
1000

0002

cooo

0500
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Figure 2.33 Count up/down counter ladder diagram sample

portant thing to note is that counters and timers can't have the same name (in most
. This is because they typically use the same registers.
ers certainly are an essential tool. They are also one of the least "standardized" basic
tions. However,

always be remembered

that the theory is the same from

facturer to manufacturer!

is exactly what the word says ... It is an instruction that waits a set amount of time
e doing something.
erent types of timers are available with different manufacturers. Here are most of them:

type of timer simply "delays turning on". In other words, after the sensor (input) turns
x-seconds are waited before activating a solenoid valve (output). This is the most
on timer. It is often called TON (timer on-delay), TIM (timer) or TMR (timer) .
. -Delay timer:
· s type of timer is the opposite of the on-delay timer listed above. This timer simply
elays turning off'. After the sensor (input) see a target, a solenoid ( output) turns on.
"hen the sensor no longer sees the target the solenoid is held on for x-seconds before
turning it off. It is called a TOF (timer off-delay) and is less common than the on-delay
_pe listed above. (i.e. few manufacturers include this type of timer)
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·e or Accumulating timer:
)pe of timer needs 2 inputs. One input starts the timing event (i.e. the clock starts
and the other resets it. The on/off delay timers above would be reset if the input
wasn't on/off for the complete timer duration. This timer however holds or retains
ent elapsed time when the sensor turns off in mid-stream. For example, how long a
is on for during a 1 hour period is wanted to know. If one of the above timers is used
rill keep resetting when the sensor turns off/on. This timer however, will give a total
umulated time. It is often called an RTO (retentive timer) or TMRA (accumulating

'ngs are needed to know to use a timer:
What will enable the timer? Typically this is one of the inputs.(a sensor connected
to input 0000 for example)
_

How long we want to delay before we react? Let's wait 5 seconds before we tum
on a solenoid, for example.

n the instructions before the timer symbol are true the timer starts "ticking". When the
e elapses the timer will automatically close its contacts. When the program is running on
pie the program typically displays the elapsed or "accumulated" time for us so we can
the current value. Typically timers can tick from Oto 9999 or Oto 65535 times.
111'

the weird numbers?

is because most PLCs have 16-bit timers. For suffice it to say that 0-9999 is 16-bit BCD
inary coded decimal) and that O to 65535 is 16-bit binary. Each tick of the clock is equal
ox-seconds.
Typically each manufacturer offers several different ticks. Most manufacturers offer 10 and
I 00 ms increments (ticks of the clock). An "ms" is a millisecond or 1/1000th of a second.
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manufacturers also offer lms as well as 1 second increments. These different
timers work the same as above but sometimes they have different names to show
base. Some are TMH (high speed timer), TMS (super high speed timer) or
(accumulating fast timer)
e shown at the following page (figure 2.34) is a typical timer instruction symbol
· g on which manufacturer is chosen). Remember that while they may look
they are all used basically the same way.

H·JABLE' Txxx

yyyyy

Figue 2.34 On delay timer

er above (figure 2.34) is the on-delay type and is named Txxx. When the enable
on the timer starts to tick. When it ticks yyyyy (the preset value) times, it will tum
ontacts that will be used later in the program. Remember that the duration of a tick
ent) varies with the vendor and the timebase used. (i.e. a tick might be lms or 1

is the symbol shown on a ladder diagram:

0001

I TOOO
100

TOOO

0500
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Figure 2.35 On delay timer sample ladder diagram

diagram when the input 0001 turns on, timer TOOO ( a 1 OOms increment timer) starts
It will tick 100 times. Each tick (increment) is 1 OOms so the timer will be a
(i.e. 10 second) timer. 1 OOticks X 1 OOms

=

1 O,OOOms. When 10 seconds have

the TOOO contacts close and 500 turns on. When input 0001 turns off(false) the
causing its contacts to tum off(become false) thereby
~ output 500 tum back off.
umulating timer would look similar to this:

ENABLE! Txxx
RESET[ YYYYY

Figure 2.36 Accumulating (Retentive) timer

timer is named Txxx. When the enable input is on the timer starts to tick. When it
_,")yyy (the preset value) times, it will tum on its contacts that will be used later in the
~m.

Remember that the duration of a tick (increment) varies with the vendor and the

~e

used. (i.e. a tick might be lms or 1 second or. .. ) If however, the enable input turns
fore the timer has completed, the current value will be retained. When the input turns
on, the timer will continue from where it left off. The only way to force the timer back
preset value to start again is to tum on the reset input.
symbol is shown in the ladder diagram below.
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0002
TOOO
100

0001

I

TOOO

0500

Figure 2.37 Accumulating (Retentive) timer sample ladder diagram

In this diagram when the input 0002 turns on, timer TOOO (a l Oms increment timer) starts
ticking. It will tick 100 times. Each tick (increment) is 1 Oms so the timer will be a 1 OOOms
(i.e. 1 second) timer. 1 OOticks X l Oms = l ,OOOms. When 1 second has elapsed, the TOOO
contacts close and 500 turns on. If input 0002 turns back off the current elapsed time will
be retained. When 0002 turns back on the timer will continue where it left off. When input
0001 turns on (true) the timer TOOO will reset back to O causing its contacts to tum off
(become false) thereby making output 500 tum back off.
One important thing to note is that counters and timers can't have the same name (in most
PLCs). This is because they typically use the same registers.
Always remember that although the symbols may look different they all operate the same
way. Typically the major differences are in the duration of the ticks increments.
2.11.1 Timer Accuracy
There are general two types of errors when using a timer. The first is called an input error.
The other is called an output error. The total error is the sum of both the input and output
errors.
Input error:
An error occurs depending upon when the timer input turns on during the scan cycle. When
the input turns on immediately after the pie looks at the status of the inputs during the scan
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cycle, the input error will be at its largest. (i.e. more than 1 full scan time!). This is because
the inputs are looked at once during a scan. If it wasn't on when the plc looked and turns on
later in the scan, obviously
instruction
instruction

is executed

there will be an error. Further

during

is the last instruction

the program

execution

should wait until the timer

part of the scan.

If the timer

on the rung it could be quite a big error!

Output error:
An another error occurs depending upon when in the ladder the timer actually "times out"
(expires) and when the plc finishes executing the program to get to the part of the scan
when it updates the outputs. This is because the timer finishes during the program
execution but the plc must first finish executing the remainder of the program before it can
tum on the appropriate output. Below is a diagram illustrating the worst possible input
error. Note from it that the worst possible input error would be 1 complete scan time + 1
program execution time. Remember that a program execution time varies from program to
program. (depends how many instructions are in the program!)

Figure 2.38 The worst possible input error

Shown below is a diagram illustrating the worst possible output error. Easily can be seen
from it that the worst possible output error would be 1 complete scan time.
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Figure 2.39 The worst possible output error

Based upon the above information can be seen that the total worst possible timer error
would be equal to:
I scan time + I program execution time + I scan time
=

2 scan times + I program execution time.

It means that even though most manufacturers currently have timers with I ms increments
they really shouldn't be used for durations less than a few milliseconds. This assumes that
scan time is lms. If scan time is 5ms it is better not use a timer with duration less than
about l 5ms. The point is however, if what error is known to expect, then can be thought
about whether this amount of error is acceptable for the application. In most applications
this error is insignificant but in some high speed or very precise applications this error can
be very significant.

Note that the above errors are only the "software errors". There is also a hardware input
error as well as a hardware output error.
The hardware input error is caused by the time it takes for the plc to actually realize that the
input is on when it scans its inputs. Typically this duration is about I Oms. This is because
many PLCs require that an input should be physically on for a few scans before it
determines it is physically on. (to eliminate noise or "bouncing" inputs)
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The hardware output error is caused by the time it takes from when the plc tells its output to
physically tum on until the moment it actually does. Typically a transistor takes about
0.5ms whereas a mechanical relay takes about 1 Oms.

2.12 One-shots
A one-shot is used to make something happen for only one scan. Most manufacturers have
one-shots that react to an off to on transition and a different type that reacts to an on to off
transition. Some names for the instructions could be difu/difd (differentiate up/down),
sotu/sotd (single output up/down), osr (one-shot rising) and others. They all, however, end
up with the same result regardless of the name.

~DIFU~

Figure 2.40 One-shot Instruction

Above is the symbol for a difu (one-shot) instruction. A difd looks the same but inside the
symbol it says "difd". Some of the manufacturers have it in the shape of a box but,
regardless of the symbol, they all function the same way.
Let's now setup an application to see how this instruction actually functions in a ladder.
This instruction is most often used with some of the advanced instructions where some
things that must happen only once are done. Let's set up a flip/flop circuit. In simple terms,
a flip/flop turns something around each time an action happens. Here a single pushbutton
switch is used. The first time the operator pushes it an output is wanted to tum on. lt will
remain "latched" on until the next time the operator pushes the button. When he does, the
output turns off.
Here's the ladder diagram that does just that:
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DODO

1000

HDIFUt------,
1000

1001

1001

~/
1001~/o
1001

Figure 2.41 A flip/flop circuit

It is taken one step at a time:
Rung 1:
When NO (normally open) input 0000 becomes true DIFU 1000 becomes true.
Rung 2:
NO 1000 is true, NO 1001 remains false, NC 1001 remains true, NC 1000 turns false. Since
there is a true path, (NO 1000 & NC 1001) OUT 1001 becomes true.
Rung 3:
NO 1001 is true therefore OUT 500 turns true.

Next Scan;
Rung 1:
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. [O 0000

remains

true.

DIFU

1000 now becomes

false.

This

is because

the DIFU

instruction is only true for one scan. (i.e. the rising edge of the logic before it on the rung)

Rung 2:
.. 0 1000 is false, NO 1001 remains true, NC 1001 is false, NC 1000 turns true. Since still
there is a true path, (NO 1001 & NC 1000) OUT 1001 remains true.

Rung 3:

_;o 1001 is true therefore

OUT 500 remains true .

.After 100 scans, NO 0000 turns off (becomes false). The logic remains in the same state as
next scan" shown above. ( difu doesn't react therefore the logic stays the same on rungs 2
and 3)
On scan 101 NO 0000 turns back on. (becomes true);
Rung 1:
When NO (normally open) input 0000 becomes true DIFU 1000 becomes true.

Rung 2:
. .O 1000 is true, NO 1001 remains true, NC 1001 becomes false, NC 1000 also becomes
alse. Since there is no longer a true path, OUT 1001 becomes false.

Rung 3:
. ~O 1001 is false therefore OUT 500 becomes false.
Executing the program 1 instruction at a time makes this and any program easy to follow.
Actually a larger program that jumps around might be difficult to follow but a pencil
drawing of the registers sure does help!
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2.13 Shift Registers
In many applications it is necessary to store the status of an event that has previously
happened. If we must store many previous events and act upon the later, the shift register
instruction is needed.
A register or group of registers is used to form a train of bits (cars) to store the previous
on/off status. Each new change in status gets stored in the first bit and the remaining bits
get shifted down the train.
The shift register goes by many names. SFT (Shift), BSL (Bit Shift Left), SFR (Shift
Forward Register) are some of the common names. These registers shift the bits to the left.
BSR (Bit Shift Right) and SFRN (Shift Forward Register Not) are some examples of
instructions that shift bits to the right. Note that not all manufacturers have shift registers
that shift data to the right but most all do have left shifting registers.

DODO
~
~

I
000~

[)ATA

I

SFT

1000
CLOCK

1003
0002
I RESET

~

Figure 2.42 Shift register

A typical shift register instruction has a symbol like that shown above. Notice that the
symbol needs 3 inputs and has some data inside the symbol.

The reasons for each input are as follows:
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Data:

The data input gathers the true/false statuses that will be shifted down the train. When the
ta input is true the first bit (car) in the register (train) will be a 1. This data is only entered
to the register (train) on the rising edge of the clock input.
Clock:
The clock input tells the shift register to "do its thing". On the rising edge of this input, the
~ •. ift register shifts the data one location over inside the register and enters the status of the
ta input into the first bit. On each rising edge of this input the process will repeat.
eset:
The reset input does just what it says. It clears all the bits inside the register.
The 1000 inside the shift register symbol is the location of the first bit of our shift register.
the shift register is thought as a train then this bit is the locomotive. The 1003 inside the

ymbol above is the last bit of the shift register. It is the caboose. Therefore, we can say that
001 and 1002 are cars in between the locomotive and the caboose. They are intermediate
· . So, this shift register has 4 bits.(i.e. 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003)
et's examine an application to see why/how the shift register can be used.
agine an ice-cream cone machine. There are 4 steps. First it is verified that the cone is
t

broken. :Next ice cream is put inside the cone. (tum on output 500) Next peanuts are

ded. (tum on output 501) And finally sprinkles are added.(tum on output 502) A sensor is
sed to look at the bottom of the cone. (input 0000) If it is on then the cone is perfect and if
off then the cone is broken. An encoder tracks the cone going down the conveyor. (input
1) A push button on the machine will clear the register. (input 0002)

ere's what the ladder would look like:
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DODO
I

I

0001

1

C

SFT

1000
1003

RESET
1001

0500

L_ _/

~'

1002

0501

~:
1003

0502

Figure 2.43 Shift Register sample ladder diagram

now follow the shift register as the operation takes place. Here's what the 1000 series
pster (the register that is being shifted) looks like initially:

Table 2.8 1 Oxx Register initially

1 Oxx Register
15

14

13

12

11

10 09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

0

0

0

0

good cone comes in front of the sensor (input 0000). The sensor (data input) turns on.
will not tum on until the rising edge of the encoder (input 0001 ). Finally the encoder
generates a pulse and the status of the data input ( cone sensor input 0000) is
ferred to bit 1000. The register now looks like:
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Table 2.9 1 Oxx Register

I Oxx Register
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

0

0

0

1

e conveying system moves on, another cone comes in front of the sensor. This time
broken cone and the sensor remains off. Now the encoder generates another pulse. The
status of bit 1000 is transferred to bit 1001. The old status of 1001 shifts to 1002. The
tatus of 1002 shifts to 1003. And the new status of the data input ( cone sensor) is
sferred to bit 1000. The register now looks like:

Table 2.10 1 Oxx Register

1 Oxx Register
14

15

13

12

] ]

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

0

0

1

0

ce the register shows that 1001 is now on, the ladder says that output 0500 will tum on
,{

r

ice cream is put in the cone.
- the conveying system continues to move on, another cone comes in front of the sensor.
time it's a good cone and the sensor turns on. Now the encoder generates another
lse. The old status of bit 1000 is transferred to bit 1001. The old status of 1001 shifts to
2. The old status of 1002 shifts to 1003. And the new status of the data input ( cone
or) is transferred to bit I 000. The register now looks like:
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Table 2.11 1 Oxx Register

1 Oxx Register
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

0

1

0

1

ce the register shows that 1002 is now on the ladder says that output 0501 will tum on
peanuts are put on the cone. Since 1001 now holds the status of a broken cone, 500
ains off in the ladder above and no ice-cream is inserted into this cone. As the
veying system continues to move on, another cone comes in front of the sensor. This
e it's also a good cone and the sensor turns on. Now the encoder generates another pulse.
old status of bit 1000 is transferred to bit 1001. The old status of 1001 shifts to 1002.
e old status of 1002 shifts to 1003. And the new status of the data input ( cone sensor) is
ferred to bit 1000. The register now looks like:

Table 2.12 1 Oxx Register

1 Oxx Register
15

14

13

12

11

10

09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

1

0

1

1

ince the register shows that 1003 is now on the ladder says that output 0502 will tum on
d sprinkles are put on the cone. Since 1002 now holds the status of a broken cone, 501
emains off in the ladder above and no peanuts are put onto this cone. Since the register
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shows that 1001 is now on the ladder says that output 0500 will tum on and ice cream is put
in that cone.

As the conveying

system continues to move on, another cone comes in front of the sensor.

This time it's another broken cone and the sensor turns off. Now the encoder
another pulse. The old status of bit 1000 is transferred

generates

to bit 1001. The old status of 1001

shifts to 1002. The old status of 1002 shifts to 1003. And the new status of the data input
(cone sensor) is transferred

to bit 1000. The register now looks like:

Table 2.13 1 Oxx Register

1 Oxx Register
15

14

13

12

11

10 09

08

07

06

05

04

03

02

01

00

0

1

1

0

Notice that the status of our first cone has disappeared. In reality its sitting in location 1004
but it's useless to draw an application with 16 processes here. Suffice it to say that after the
bit is shifted all the way to the left it disappears and is never seen again. In other words, it
has been shifted out of the register and is erased from memory. Although it's not drawn, the
operation above would continue on with each bit shifting on the rising edge of the encoder
signal.
The shift register is most commonly used in conveyor systems, labeling or bottling
applications, etc. Sometimes it's also conveniently used when the operation must be
delayed in a fast moving bottling line. For example, a solenoid can't immediately kick out a
bad can of beer when the sensor says its bad. By the time the solenoid would react the can
would have already passed by. So typically the solenoid is located further down the
conveyor line and a shift register tracks the can to be kicked out later when it's more
convenient.
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Getting and Moving Data
the tum of working with some data. This is what can be considered to be getting into
advanced" functions of a pie. On the lines that follow two of the most popular ways are
ored to get and manipulate data.
single instruction is commonly called MOY (move). Some vendors also include a
VN (move not). It has the same function of MOY but it transfers the data in inverted

1

. (i.e. if the bit was a 1, a O is stored/moved or if the bit was a 0, a I is stored/moved).
~OY typically looks like that shown on the next page.

MOV

xxxx

Figure 2.44 MOY instruction symbol

e paired instruction typically is called LDA (Load Accumulator) and ST A (Store
umulator). The accumulator is simply a register inside the CPU where the pie stores
ta temporarily while it is working. The LDA instruction typically looks like that shown
low, while the STA instruction looks like that shown below to the right.

Figure 2.45 LDA and STA instructions

Regardless of whether the one symbol or two symbol instruction set that used (there is no
choice as it depends on whose pie is used) they work the same way.
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·- see the single instruction

first. The MOY instruction

needs to know 2 things from

rce (xxxx):
is is where the data wanted to move is located. A constant could be written here (2222
example). This would mean the source data is the number 2222. Also a location or
ess of where the data wanted to move could be written. If DMlOO was written this
uld move the data that is located in data memory 100.
ti nation (yyyy):

· is the location where the data will be moved to. An address is written here. For
ample if DM201 is written here the data would be moved into data memory 201. Also
0 could be written here. This would mean that the data would be moved to the physical
uts. 0500 would have the least significant bit, 0501 would have the next bit... 0515
uld have the most significant bit. This would be useful if a binary display, connected to
outputs, be had and wanted to display the value inside a counter for the machine
ator at all times (for example).

0000

1000

HDIFU
1000

r-------MO\/

DM200
DM201

Figure 2.46 MOY instruction sample ladder diagram

e ladder diagram to do this would look similar to that shown above.
-otice that a "difu" instruction is being used here. The reason is simply because if the data
n't would be moved during each and every scan. Sometimes this is a good thing (for
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pie if data is being acquired from an AID module) but other times it's not (for example

external display would be unreadable because the data changes too much).
ladder shows that each time real world input 0000 becomes true, difu will become true
only one scan. At this time Load 1000 will be true and the plc will move the data from
memory 200 and put it into data memory 201.Simple but effective. If, instead of
f200, 2222 had been written in the symbol, the number (constant) 2222 would have been

two symbol instruction works in the same method but looks different. To use them two
gs must be supplied, one for each instruction:
A Instruction:
·

instruction is similar to the source of a MOV instruction. This is where the data

ranted to move is located. A constant could be written here (2222 for example). This
ould mean the source data is the number 2222. Also a location or address, of where the
ta we want to move is located, could be written. If DMl 00 was.written this would move
e data that is located in data memory 100.

is instruction is similar to the destination of a MOV instruction. An address is written
re. For example if DM201 is written here the data would be moved into data memory
-vi. 0500 also could be written here. This would mean that the data would be moved to the
hysical outputs. 0500 would have the least significant bit, 0501 would have the next bit...
-15 would have the most significant bit. This would be useful if a there was a binary
· splay connected to the outputs and the value is wanted to display inside a counter for the
achine operator at all times (for example).
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0000

1000

HDIFU
1000

#2222
I

LO.A.

I

DM200
I

ST.A.

I

Figure 2.47 LDA and STA instructions sample ladder diagram

ladder diagram to do this would look similar to that shown above. Here again notice
a one-shot is being used so that the move only occurs once for each time input 0000
comes true. In this ladder the constant 2222 is being moved into data memory 200. The
- is used by some manufactures to symbolize a decimal number. If 2222 was used this
would think it meant address 2222. PLCs are all the same ... but they are all different.

15 Math Instructions

\

general, PLCs almost always include these math functions:

The capability is to add one piece of data to another. It is commonly called ADD.
tbtraction:
The capability is to subtract one piece of data from another. It is commonly called SUB.
,Jultiplication:
The capability is to multiply one piece of data by another. It is commonly called MUL.
Division:
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apability is to divide one piece of data from another. It is commonly

seen with the MOV instruction

there are generally

two common methods

rity of plc makers. The first method includes a single instruction
pieces of information.

called DIV.

used by the

that asks us for a few

This method typically requires:

is the address of the first piece of data will be used in the formula. In other words it's
location in memory of where the first "number" is that used in the formula.

·s is the address of the second piece of data will be used in our formula. In other words
the location in memory of where the second "number" is that used in the formula.

TE: typically with 2 pieces of data can be worked at a time. In other words directly a
ula like 1+2+3 can't be worked with. It has to be broken up into pieces. Like 1+2=X

X+3= result.

,

I

is is the address where the result of the formula will be put. For example, if 1+2=3, the 3
ould automatically be put into this destination memory location.

/.,·:x.
DN,100
DM!Ol
DM102

Figure 2.48 ADD symbol
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ructions above typically have a symbol that looks like that shown above. The word
would be replaced by SUB, MUL, DIV, etc. In this symbol, the source A is DMl 00,
urce B is DMlOl and the destination is DM102. Therefore, the formula is simply

·er value is in DMl 00 + whatever value is in DMl 01. The result is automatically

0000

1000

HDIFU
1000

~

AL/:;

DM!OO
D/o/1101
D/o/1102

Figure 2.49 Math functions sample ladder diagram

wn above is how to use math functions on a ladder diagram. Please note that a one-shot
ction is being used. As seen before, this is because if it wasn't used the formula would
executed on every scan. Odds are good that the function is only wanted to execute one
e when input 0000 becomes true. If number 100 had been put into DM 100 and 200 into
0~101, the number 300 would be stored in DM102.(i.e. 100+200=300, right??)

Figure 2.50 ADD symbol (dual method)

The dual instruction method would use a symbol similar to that shown above. In this
method, this symbol is given only the Source B location. The Source A location is given by
the LDA instruction. The Destination would be included in the ST A instruction.
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DODO

1 ODD

HDIFU
1000
I

DMIDD
I

LDA

Figure 2.51 Dual method sample ladder diagram

ill

above is a ladder diagram showing what is meant. The results are the same as the

e instruction method.
would happen if the result had been greater than the value that could be stored in a

,ically the m1mory locations are 16-bit locations. In plain words this means that if the
ber is greater than 65535 (2" l 6=65536) it is too big to fit. Then an overflow is gotten.
really the pie turns on an internal relay that tells an overflow has happened. Depending

..,.

the pie, different data would be in the destination location. (DMl 02 from example) Most
Cs put the remainder here.
e use 32-bit math which solves the problem. (except for really big numbers!)

any PLCs also include other math capabilities. Some of these functions could include:
Square roots
2

Scaling

3

Absolute value

4

Sine
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Cosine
Tangent
atural logarithm
Base 10 logarithm
XAY (X to the power of Y)

PLCs can use floating point math as well. Floating point math is simply using
al points. In other words, can be said that 10 divided by 3 is 3.333333 (floating
). Or 10 divided by 3 is 3 with a remainder of 1 (long division). Many micro/mini
don't include floating point math. Most larger systems typically do.

ally, de input modules are available that will work with 5, 12, 24, and 48 volts.
input modules allow to connect either PNP (sourcing) or NPN (sinking) transistor type
· es to them. If a regular switch (i.e. toggle or pushbutton, etc.) is used typically don't
e to worry about whether we wire it as NPN or PNP. Note that most PLCs won't let us
.. PN and PNP devices on the same module. When using a sensor (photo-eye, etc.),
ever, have to worry about its output configuration. Always verify whether it's PNP or

difference between the two types is whether the load is switched to ground or positive
ge. An NPN type sensor has the load switched to ground whereas a PNP device has
load switched to positive voltage.
figure 2.52 is what the outputs look like for NPN and PNP sensors.
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NPN (SINKING) SENSOR
TO PU; DWU'l'

Figure 2.52 NPN sensor

;'JPN sensor one output is connected to the PLC's input and the other output to the
supply ground. If the sensor is not powered from the same supply as the pie, both
should be connected together. NPN sensors are most commonly used in North

say that PNP is better (i.e. safer) because the load is switched to

PNP sensor one output is connected to positive voltage and the other output to the
input. If the sensor is not powered from the same supply as the pie, we should
t both V+ s together. PNP sensors are most commonly used in Europe.

J>.NP (SOUUCING) SUNSOU
TO POSl'l'J'fE(\'+)

Figure 2.53 PNP sensor
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the sensor, the transistor

is just acting as a switch. The sensors internal circuit tells

tput transistor to tum on when a target is present. The transistor then closes the circuit
een the 2 connections

shown above. (V+ and plc input).

COUMON

INPtrr 0000

INPU1·ocm1

IN'l'EU.NAL cmcurr

Figure 2.54 DC input module circuit ·

only things accessible to the user are the terminals labeled COMMON, INPUT 0000,

.PUT 0001, INPUT xxxx. The common terminal either gets connected to V+ or ground.
re it's connected depends upon the type of sensor used. When using an NPN sensor this
inal is connected to V+. When using a PNP sensor this terminal is connected to OV

common switch (i.e. limit switch, pushbutton, toggle, etc.) would be connected to the
uts in a similar fashion. One side of the switch would be connected directly to V+. The
er end goes to the plc input terminal. This assumes the common terminal is connected to
· (ground). If the common is connected to V+ then simply connect one end of the switch
OV (ground) and the other end to the plc input terminal.
e photocouplers are used to isolate the PLCs internal circuit from the inputs. This
iminates the chance of any electrical noise entering the internal circuitry. They work by
inverting the electrical input signal to light and then by converting the light back to an
ectrical signal to be processed by the internal circuit.
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AC Inputs
voltage is non-polarized. This means that there is no positive or negative to "worry
". However, ac voltage can be quite dangerous to work with if working careless.
ally, ac input modules are available that will work with 24, 48, 110, and 220 volts.
- put modules are less common these days than de input modules. The reason is that
y's sensors typically have transistor outputs. A transistor will not work with an ac
ge. Most commonly, the ac voltage is being switched through a limit switch or other
h type. If the application is using a sensor it probably is operating on a de voltage.

J>J,C

Figure 2.55 AC device connected to PLC

_, ically an ac device is connected to the input module as shown above. Commonly the ac
t" wire is connected to the switch while the "neutral" goes to the pie common. The ac

ound (3rd wire where applicable) should be connected to the frame ground terminal of
plc.(not shown) As is true with de, ac connections are typically color coded so that the
ividual wiring the device knows which wire is which. This coding varies from country
ountry but in Turkey is commonly black (neutral), red (hot) and green with
rire ground when applicable).
e PLC's ac input module circuit typically looks like this:
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(3rd

CO}HION

INPU'f (H)OO
O'fflEll INlmn

•

IN'I'EllNAt

craenrr

Figure 2.56 AC input module circuit

e only things accessible to the user are the terminals labeled COMMON, INPUT 0000,
.PUT xxxx ... The common terminal gets connected to the neutral wire.
ommon switch (i.e. limit switch, pushbutton, toggle, etc.) would be connected to the
ut terminals directly. One side of the switch would be connected directly to INPUT
. The other end goes to the ac hot wire. This assumes the common terminal is

e photocouplers are used to isolate the PLC's internal circuit from the inputs. This
iminates the chance of any electrical noise entering the internal circuitry. They work by
onverting the electrical input signal to light and then by converting the light back to an
ectrical signal to be processed by the internal circuit.
One last note, typically an ac input takes longer than a de input for the plc to see. In most
cases it doesn't matter to the programmer because an ac input device is typically a
echanical switch and mechanical devices are slow. It's quite common for a plc to require
at the input be on for 25 or more milliseconds before it's seen. This delay is required
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ause of the filtering which is needed by the pie internal circuit. Remember

that the pie

temal circuit typically works with 5 or less volts de.

e of the most common types of outputs available is the relay output. A relay can be used
.ith both AC and DC loads. A load is simply a fancy word for whatever
tputs. It is called load because output is loading with something.

is connected

to

If no load is connected

the output (i.e. just connected directly to a power supply) the outputs would be damaged.

me common forms of a load are a solenoid, lamp, motor, etc. These "loads" come in all
sizes. Electrical
fore connecting

sizes, that is. Always

the specifications

of the load should be checked

it to the pie output.

me types of loads are very deceiving.

These deceiving loads are called "inductive

loads".

These have a tendency to deliver a "back current" when they tum on. This back current is
·· e a voltage spike coming through the system.

:\ good example of an inductive

load is an air conditioning

unit. When the air conditioner

icks on" the lights dim for a second or two then they return to their normal brightness.
This is because when the air conditioner

turns on it tries to draw a lot of current through

. our wiring system. After this initial "kick" it requires less current and the lights go back to
rmal. This could be dangerous to PLC's output relays. It can be estimated that this kick is
out 30 times the rated current of the load. Typically

a diode, varistor, or other "snubber"

circuit should be used to help combat any damage to the relay.
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Figure 2.57 Output-relay connection

hown above is a typical method of connecting the outputs to the plc relays. Although the
iagram shows the output connected to an AC supply, DC can be used as well. A relay is
on-polarized and typically it can switch either AC or DC. Here the common is connected
o one end of the power supply and the other end of the supply is connected to the load. The
ther half of the load gets connected to the actual plc output that is designated within the
adder program.

Internal Circuit

contact

tc

COM

osno

0501 COM

Figure 2.58 Relay circuit diagram

The relay is internal to the plc. Its circuit diagram typically looks like that shown above.
~nen ladder diagram tells the output to tum on, the plc will internally apply a voltage to
the relay coil. This voltage will allow the proper contact to close. When the contact closes,
an external current is allowed to flow through external circuit. When the ladder diagram
ells the plc to tum off the output, it will simply remove the voltage from the internal circuit
thereby enabling the output contact to release. The load will than have an open circuit and
'ill therefore be off.
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Transistor

Outputs

next type of output transistor type outputs. It is important to note that a transistor can
4

switch a de current. For this reason it cannot be used with an AC voltage.

transistor can be thought as a solid-state switch. Or more simply an electrical switch. A
I current applied to the transistors "base" (i.e. input) Jets switch a much larger current
ugh its output. The pie applies a small current to the transistor base and the transistor
ut "closes". When it's closed, the device connected to the pie output will be turned on.
above is a very simple explanation of a transistor.
uld also be kept in mind that as seen with the input circuits, there are generally more
one type of transistor available. Typically a pie will have either NPN or PNP type
uts. The "physical" type of transistor used also varies from manufacturer

to

ufacturer. Some of the common types available are BJT and MOSFET. A BIT type
ipolar Junction Transistor) often has Jess switching capacity (i.e. it can switch Jess
ent) than a MOS-FET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor- Field Effect Transistor) type. The
also has a slightly faster switching time.

z
0

~
...2:

0
0

Figure 2.59 Transistor output-Output device connection

hown above is how the output device is connected to the transistor output. Note that this is
NPN type transistor. If it were a PNP type, the common terminal would most likely be
onnected to V+ and V- would connect to one end of our load. Note that since this is a DC
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output proper polarity must be always observed for the output. One end of the load is
ected directly to V+ as shown above.
e figure 2.60 is a typical output circuit diagram for an NPN type output.

COM

Figure 2.60 NPN type output circuit diagram

. ;otice that as seen with the transistor type inputs, there is a photocoupler isolating the "real
·orld" from the internal circuit. When the ladder diagram calls for it, the internal circuit
turns on the photocoupler by applying a small voltage to the LED side of the photocoupler.
This makes the LED emit light and the receiving part of the photocoupler will see it and
allow current to flow. This small current will tum on the base of the output transistor
connected to output 0500. Therefore, whatever is connected between COM and 0500 will
tum on. When the ladder tells 0500 to tum off, the LED will stop emitting light and hence
the output transistor connected between 0500 and COM will tum off.
One other important thing to note is that a transistor typically cannot switch as large a load
as a relay. A transistor is fast, switches a small current, has a long lifetime and works with
de only. Whereas a relay is slow, can switch a large current, has a shorter lifetime and
works with ac or de.
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apter 3
SIEMENS S7-200 MICRO-CONTROLLER

1 Overview of an S7-200
STEP 7-Micro/WIN supports the S7-200 CPUs by giving you the features to set up and
anage your application project. A project consists of the program you enter with STEP 7ficro/WIN, along with the documentation you write for the program and the configuration

You have the option of selecting either Ladder or Statement List as your programming

anguage. With the S7-200 CPUs, you have a basic program structure that gives you
exibility in setting up any subroutines or interrupts that you program.

3.2 Introduction to the Simatic S7-200 Micro PLC
The Simatic S7-200 series is a line of micro-programmable logic controllers (Micro PLCs)
that can control a variety of automation applications. Figure 3.1 shows an S7-200 Micro
PLC. The compact design, expandability, low cost, and powerful instruction set of the S7200 Micro PLC make a perfect solution for controlling small applications. In addition, the
wide variety of CPU sizes and voltages provides you with the flexibility you need to solve
your automation problems.
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Figure 3.1 S7-200 Micro PLC

.3 Comparing the Features of the S7-200 Micro PLCs
.3.1 Equipment Requirements
Figure 3.2 shows the basic S7-200 Micro PLC system, which includes an S7-200 CPU
module, a personal

computer,

STEP 7-Micro/WTN programming

software,

and a

ommunications cable.
In order to use a personal computer (PC), you must have one of the following sets of
equipment:
A PC/PPI cable
2

A communications processor (CP) card and multipoint interface (MPI) cable

3

A multipoint interface (MPI) card. A communications cable is provided with the
MPI card.
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Figure 3.2 Components of an S7-200 Micro PLC System

.3.2 Capabilities of the S7-200 CPUs

The S7-200 family includes a wide variety of CPUs. This variety provides a range of
features to aid in designing a cost-effective automation solution. Table 3.1 provides a
summary of the major features of each S7-200 CPU.

Table 3.1 Summary of the S7-200 CPUs

Feature

CPU 212

CPU 214

CPU 215

CPU 216

Physical Size of unit

160mm x

197mm x

218mm x

218mm

80mm x

80mm

62nun

X

62mm

X

80mmx

80mm x 62

62mm

mm

Memory
Program (EEPROM)

512 words

2 k words

4 k words

4 k words

User Data

512 words

2 k words

2.5 k words

2.5 k words

Internal Memory

128

256

256

256

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bits
Memory Cartridge
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(EEPROM)

(EEPROM)

(EEPROM)

200 Days

200 Days

200 Days

typical

typical

typical

I

I

None

Optional Battery
Cartridge

Backup ( super

50 Hours

190 Hours

190 Hours

190 Hours

capacitor)

typical

typical

typical

typical

Inputs/Outputs(VO)
Local VO

8 DI/ 6 DQ

14 DI/ 10 DQ

14 DI/ 10 DQ

24 DI/ 16 DQ

Expansion Modules

2 Modules

7 Modules

7 Modules

7 Modules

(max.)
Process-Image VO 164 DI I 64 DQ 164 DI I 64 DQ 164 DI I 64 DQ 164 DI I 64 DQ
Register
Analog 1/0

16 AI/ 16 AQ I 16 AI I 16 AQ I 16 AIi 16 AQ I 16 AI/ 16 AQ

( expansion)
Selectable Input

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Filter

3.4 Major Components of the S7-200 Micro PLC
An S7-200 Micro PLC consists of an S7-200 CPU module alone or with a variety of
optional expansion modules.
3.4.1 CPU ModuJe
The S7-200 CPU module combines a central processing unit (CPU), power supply, and
discrete I/0 points into a compact, stand-alone device.
The CPU executes the program and stores the data for controlling the automation
task or process.
2

The power supply provides electrical power for the base unit and for any expansion
module that is connected.
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3

The inputs and outputs are the system control points: the inputs monitor the signals
from the field devices (such as sensors and switches), and the outputs control
pumps, motors, or other devices in your process.

4

The communications port allows you to connect the CPU to a programming device
or to other devices. Some S7-200 CPUs have two communications ports.

5

Status Lights provide visual information about the CPU mode (RUN or STOP), the
current state of the local VO, and whether a system fault has been detected.

Figure 3.3 S7-212 CPU Module

Figure 3.4 S7-214 CPU Module
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Figure 3.5 S7-215 and S7-216 CPU Module

3.4.2 Expansion Modules
The 7-200 CPU module provides a certain number of local VO. Adding an expansion
module provides additional input or output points. As shown in Figure 3.6, the expansion
module comes with a bus connector for connecting to the base unit.

S1-:C•)OCPU IJo:l\lb
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Figure 3.6 CPU Module with an Expansion Module

3.5 Programming Languages
3.5.1 Ladder Programs
In Ladder programs, the basic elements of logic are represented with contacts, coils, and
boxes. A set of interconnected elements that make a complete circuit is called a network.
A hard-wired input is represented by a symbol called a contact. A normally open contact
enables power flow when closed. A contact can also be normally closed. In this case, power
flow occurs when the contact is opened.
A hard-wired output is represented by a symbol called a coil. When a coil has power flow,
the output is turned on.
A box is a symbol for a complex operation performed within the CPU. The box simplifies
programming of the operation. For example, boxes represent timers, counters, and math
operations.
3.5.2 STL Programs
STL program elements are represented by a set of instructions for performing the desired
functions. Instead of using the graphic display as shown by ladder programs, the STL
program is shown in text format.

3.6 CPU Memory
The user memory in the S7-200 CPUs consists of three blocks: program, data, and
configurable parameters. The blocks are defined according to usage:
Program memory stores the user program.
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2

Data memory includes a temporary area for the program and storage of data. The
temporary storage, calculations, and constants reside in data memory. Additionally,
data for timers, counters, high-speed counters, and analog inputs and outputs are
stored in data memory.

3

Configurable Parameter memory stores either the default or the modified parameters
of the program setup. The configurable parameters include items such as protection
level, password, station address, and retentive range information.

3.7 Simatic S7-200 Application Areas
The SIMATIC S7-200 series is a line of micro-programmable

logic controllers (Micro

PLCs) that can control a variety of automation applications. Compact design, low cost, and
a powerful instruction set make the S7-200 controllers a perfect solution for controlling
small applications. The wide variety of CPU sizes and voltages, and the windows-based
programming tool, give you the flexibility you need to solve your automation problems.
3.7.1 The S7-200 characteristics
1

Easy entry

2

Uncomplicated operation

3

Peerless real-time characteristics

4

Powerful communications capabilities

The S7-200 also covers areas where previously special electronics have been developed for
cost reasons. Application areas include:
Baling processes
2

Plaster & Cement mixers

3

Suction Plants

4

Centralized lubricating systems/flange lubricating systems

5

Woodworking machinery

6

Gate controls
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7

Hydraulic lifts

8

Conveyor

9

Food & Drink Industry

systems

10 Laboratories
11 Modem applications via dial-up, leased-line, or radio remote monitoring (SCADA)
12 Electrical Installations

3.7.2 Mechanical features
1

Rugged, compact plastic housing using SIMA TI C's prize-winning design

2

Easily accessible wiring and operator control and display elements protected by
front covers

3

Installs on standard horizontal or vertical DIN rail or direct cabinet mounting with
built-in mounting

4

Terminal block as permanent wiring assembly (optional)

3.7.3 Design features
1

International standards; Meets the requirements through compliance with VDE, UL,
CSA and FM standards.

2

The quality management

system used during manufacturing

has ISO 9001

certification; and Data back up; the user program and the most important parameter
settings are stored in the internal EEPROM. A heavy-duty capacitor provides
additional back up for all data over longer periods (typically up to 50 or 190 hours).
An optional battery module ensures that the data remain stored for 200 days
(typically) after power failure.
3.7.4 Benefits of the S7-200
The SIMATIC S7-200 Micro PLC is a full-featured programmable logic control system
offering stand-alone CPUs, micro-modular expansion capability, and operator interface
solutions. Almost any application that requires automation, from basic discrete or analog
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control, to intelligent networked solutions, can benefit by using the powerful S7-200 family
of products.
The SIMATIC S7-200 offers real-time control with Boolean processing speeds of 0.37µs
per instruction. This fast execution speed, combined with our 20Khz high-speed counters,
interrupts, and 20KHz pulse outputs, provide quick responses in demanding real-time
applications. The S7-200 has over 200 instructions, including math, PID, For/Next loops,
subroutines, sequence control, and more.
All S7-200 CPUs offer at least one RS485 communication port with speeds up to
187 .5Kbaud. This not only provides fast access for programming and maintenance, but also
allows you to build master/slave networks with up to 31 stations.
Using our Freeport capability can also connect non-S7-200 devices, such as bar code
readers, intelligent machines, etc .. With Freeport, you can easily adapt the S7-200 CPU to
virtually any serial ASCII protocol.
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CHAPTER4
EQUIPMENTS OF THE PROJECT

4.1 AC MOTORS

AC motors are also fairly simple to understand. They are a little trickier to make but
will need single-phase or three-phase AC power to make them work.

In the little

diagrams above, we have a squirrel cage ac induction motor, a permanent magnet
synchronous machine, and a synchronous motor. The inventor of the three-phase AC
motor was Nikole tesla, a pioneer in electromagnetism.

There are a couple types of basic AC motors you can build. They also make super
science fair projects.
A Very Simple AC Motor

Here is a photo of a very simple eddy current AC motor I put together. I think this one
wins the prize for the Simplest AC Motor you can make.

It works great and is very

easy to build. I found the original plans in a book titled:

"Physics Demonstration

Experiments" by Harry F. Meiners, Vol 2, Ronald Press Co., NY, 1970, LCCC #6914674. With some experimentation, I found that the can spins faster when the nut is on
the end of the bolt than when the nut is removed. What do you think will happen if the
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rotor is moved to the other side of the bolt? It consists of a coil mounted onto a 3/4"
bolt. The coil is about 100' of 20A WG wire, on a form about 1.5" long, with a de
resistance of about 1.2 ohms, and an inductance of about 2.4mH as an air-core inductor.
The voltage supplied to the coil is 19Vac from a plug-in transformer and supplies about
2.5Aac to the coil. The rotor is an aluminum film canister (today they use plastic, but
you might still find a few of these around - ask your friends) with a dimple in the
bottom of it, resting on a pencil. (I figured that the graphite in the pencil will lubricate
the rotor.)

The eddy current motor on the left has two rotors, they spin in opposite directions. The
set-up on the right shows a variac, multimeter, eddy current motor, and a calibrated
strobe. With this, we could plot speed vs. voltage. We found that the rotor would spin
about 1000 rpm with 120V applied to it. Can't keep it there for long, since the coil and
bolt get real hot. On these two coils, a smaller diameter wire was used, so the de
resistance was about 11.2 ohms, and 24mH as an air-core inductor. With this, we could
apply 120Vac to it and only 2 amps would be drawn.
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This shows the basic construction.

The bolt is a 4" long 3/4-13 bolt, the wood is 3/4"

thick. I put a small dimple into the bottom of the aluminum film canister so it would sit
onto the pencil point. The red strips of tape helped with the strobe and looks cool as it
spins. I found that the nut on the end of the bolt makes it go faster.

4.1.1

A Shaded Pole AC Motor

Here is a photo of a typical shaded pole motor. See the close-up of the notch in the
laminations and the extra heavy winding
of two turns creating the phase difference
.~
between the two sections of the laminations, giving the magnetic field a directional
motion.

The rotor spins CW as seen from the end with the screw on the shaft. Motors

like this are used in thousands of applications.
Another Shaded Pole AC Motor

Here is a photo of a ceiling fan motor, also shaded pole, but with six windings instead of
only one as seen above. The rotor laminations are skewed to provide smoother torque.
The pole pieces with the windings have a slot in them to create a delayed flux, creating
a direction for rotation.
4.2 A Universal Motor
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And here is a photo of a universal motor. It has brushes like a DC motor, but will
operate on AC or DC.
4.3 A 3-Phase AC Motor Demonstrator

Here is a project my daughter is working on. It shows how a 3-phase AC motor works
with a rotating magnetic field and a permanent magnet rotor, making it a synchronous
AC motor. We have pushbuttons which allow the user to tum on any one of the pairs of
opposite coils, in either a N-S or a S-N orientation. For example, the green button turns
on the horizontal pair of coils in a S-N orientation.
horizontal pair of coils in a N-S orientation.

The yellow button turns on the

On each coil is a bi-color LED to indicate

the magnetic polarity of the coil when it is turned on. The power to the coils ( each pair
connected in parallel) is supplied by a 5v computer power supply.

The coils draw

about 4amps at 5Vdc each, so a supply with 23amps available is a great match. Each
coil is mounted on a 3/4" bolt, attached to a hinge. This way, sets of coils can be folded
down out of the way to show how a shaded pole motor works. The rotor is a bar of steel
with a NIB magnet on each end. The rotor does oscillate a bit when going from coil to
coil.
Here's more photos:
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By pressing the colored buttons in the correct sequence, the rotor will follow the
magnetic field in a clockwise fashion. The faster you go through the sequence, the
faster the rotor will rotate. This shows that the speed of this motor is dependant on the
frequency of the power applied to it. The higher the frequency, the faster it goes. At
60Hz, it would rotate at 1 revolution/cycle * 60 cycles/sec* 60 sec/min= 3600
revolutions per minute or rpm.
4.3.1

Three Phase AC Motor Stator

Industrial AC Motors
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These are cut-aways of actual industrial three phase AC motors. They have different
HP ratings, from 5hp, 2hp, 900hp. They are manufactured by Reliance Electric, part of
Rockwell Automation.

4.4 Linear motors

A linear motor is like an ac motor, but it is unwrapped and laid out flat. The photos
show parts of linear motors. Some have flat coils and magnet sections, others are "T"
shaped.
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4.5 Contactor

A contactor previously fitted in an elevator control system
A contactor is an electrical device used for switching a power circuit. A contactor is
activated by a control input which is a lower voltage I current than that which the
contactor is switching. Contactors come in many forms with varying capacities and
features. Unlike a circuit breaker a contactor is not intended to interrupt a short circuit
current.
Contactors range from having a breaking current of several amps and 110 volts to
thousands of amps and many kilovolts. The physical size of a contactor ranges from
those which are as large as a small car and those which are small enough to fit inside
electrical equipment.
Contactors are used to control electric motors, lighting, heating, capacitor banks, and
other electrical loads.
Construction
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A contactor is composed of three different systems. The contact system is the current
carrying part of the contactor. This includes Power contacts, Auxiliary contacts and
contact springs. An electromagnet system provides the driving force to close the
contacts. The enclosure system, is a frame housing the contact and the electromagnet.
Enclosures are made of insulating materials like Bakelite, Nylon 6, and thermosetting
plastics to protect and insulate the contacts and to provide some measure of, protection
to personnel coming in contact. Open-frame contactors may have a further enclosure to
protect against dust, oil, explosion hazards and weather.
Contactors used for starting electric motors are commonly fitted with overload
protection to prevent damage to their loads. When an overload is detected the contactor
is tripped removing power downstream from the contactor.
Some contactors are motor driven rather than relay driven and high voltage contactors
(greater than 1000 volts) often have arc suppression systems fitted (such as a vacuum or
an inert gas surrounding the contacts).
Magnetic Blowouts are sometimes used to increase the amount of current a contactor
can successfully break. The field produced by the magnets in proximity to the contact
forces the arc produced while breaking current to flow through the field which is curved
and a greater distance than the straight path between the contacts. The magnetic
blowouts in the pictured Albright contactor more than double the current it can break
from 600 Amps to 1500 Amps.
Sometimes an Economizer circuit is also installed to reduce the power required to keep
a contactor closed. A somewhat greater amount of power is required to initially close a
contactor than is required to keep it closed thereafter. Such a circuit can save a
substantial amount of power and allow the energized coil to stay cooler. Economizer
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circuits are nearly always applied on direct-current contactor coils and on large
alternating current contactor coils.
Contactors are often used to provide central control of large lighting installations, such
as an office building or retail building. To reduce power consumption in the contactor
coils, latching contactors are used, with two coils. One coil, momentarily energized,
closes the power circuit contacts; the second opens the contacts.
A basic contactor will have a coil input (which may be driven by either an AC or DC
supply depending on the contactor design) and generally a minimum of two poles which
are controlled.
4.5.1

Operating Principle

A contactor is a type of electrical relay. Unlike general-purpose relays, contactors are
designed to be directly connected to high-current load devices, not other control
devices. Relays tend to be of much lower capacity and are usually designed for both
Normally Closed and Normally Open applications. Devices switching more than I 5
amperes or in circuits rated more than a few kilowatts are usually called contactors.
Apart from optional auxiliary low current contacts, a contactor normally only has
Normally Open contacts fitted.
When current passes through the electromagnet, a magnetic field is produced which
attracts ferrous objects, in this case the moving core of the contactor is attracted to the
stationary core. Since there is an air gap initially, the electromagnet coil draws more
current initially until the cores meet and reduct the gap, increasing the inductive
impedance of the circuit.
For contactors energized with alternating current, a small part of the core is surrounded
with a shading coil, which slightly delays the magnetic flux in the core. The effect is to
average out the alternating pull of the magnetic field and so prevent the core from
buzzing at twice line frequency.
Most motor control contactors at low voltages (600 volts and less) are "air break"
contactors, since ordinary air surrounds the contacts and extinguishes the arc when
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interrupting the circuit. Modem medium-voltage motor controllers use vacuum
contactors.
Motor control contactors can be fitted with short-circuit protection (fuses or circuit
breakers), disconnecting means, overload relays and an enclosure to make a
combination starter. In large industrial plants many contactors may be assembled in
motor control centers.

4.5.2

Ratings

Contactors are rated by designed load current, maximum fault withstand current, duty
cycle, voltage, and coil voltage. A general purpose motor control contactor may be
suitable for heavy starting duty on large motors; so-called "definite purpose" contactors
are carefully adapted to such applications as air-conditioning compressor motor starting.
North American and European ratings for contactors follow different philosophies, with
North American contactors generally emphasizing simplicity of application while
European rating philosophy emphasizes design for the intended life cycle of the
application.
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Chapter 5

DELTA WYE ST ART OF THE MOTOR WITH PLC

Motors which they are working more than normal conditions while they are taking the
circuit wye and delta connections are prevalent uses. A motor which it has 380 volt,if
we want to connect in wye and delta connection firstly we should connect the motor in
wye connection than we connect it in delta connection. So while the motor is working
apply 220 volt by this instantenously motor activates by the less current.

At wye-delta connection when pressed to start button firstly wye connection activates
after a few seconds delta connection activates. While we are construct power circuit we
choose three contactors these are main conductor wye condactor and delta condactor. R
S T phases are connect to the input input of main contactor' s than main contactor' s
outputs are connects to motor's wye input. Motor's delta outputs are connects to delta
contactor. Delta contactor's outputs are connects to R ST phases and connects to wye
.,J)

contactor and wye contactor's output become short circuit.

According to this power circuit we can write a PLC program. In any time when pressed
the stop button motor stop. At a PLC circuit wye-delta shouldn't be on the circuit at the
same time. So we connect front of wye contactors normally closed contact of delta
contactor. Also for the same conditon we should connect front of delta contactors
normaly closed contact of wye contactor in series.

Stop button connects to PLC's normaly closed input also start button connects to PLC's
normally open contact.
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CONCLUSION

In this project Siemens S7- 200 PLC was used , for controllig of delta wye start of the
motor. It has many advantageous in the industrial automation and building automation.
The Siemens S7- 200 PLC can be used easily at different application areas.

In this project

these main devices were used; Siemens S7- 200 PLC, contactor, AC

motor, and cables

This project main topics is programmable logic controls'practical

usage. in this

project,it was planned that wye-delta connected motor was controlled.Different

kinds of

control procedures were discussed and PLC controlled was decided.
At first, PLC's ladder diagram was made. After that input and output of the PLC was
determined. After this STL diagram was made and by activating the circuit motors were
provided to operate accordign to the procedure.

There are more complex real life applications systems similar. This model can be used
· as an experimental set for PLC education and some future applications

The system can be improved by adding some more control equipment.
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